Packetized data transmission is commonly used in wireless communication systems. Each packet starts with a preamble which is used to synchronize the receiver with carrier frequency of the incoming signal, to find a good timing phase, and to identify the channel impulse response or to adjust a set of channel equalizer parameters. In this paper, following the same philosophy, we develop a packet format for multicarrier systems that operate based on filter banks, filter bank multicarrier (FBMC) systems. The related algorithms for carrier frequency and timing recovery as well as channel identification/equalizer adjustment and methods for carrier and timing tracking loops are proposed. The proposed ideas are evaluated and their satisfactory performance are presented through computer simulations.
Introduction
Multicarrier modulation has been recognized as the most promising approach for practical and efficient realization of broadband communication systems. Among various multicarrier modulation methods, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), [1] , is the most widely adopted method in the current standards. While OFDM may be a good choice for point-to-point communication, it may not be the best choice in many other applications. For instance, in the up-link of an orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) network, the loss of synchronization between the carriers of different nodes will result in a significant performance loss and often complex processing steps have to be adopted at the base station to recover this loss (partially); see [2] and the references therein. Such complex processing can be avoided by adopting alternative methods that use filter banks for multicarrier modulation. OFDMA limitation is the result of the fact that the side-lobes (equivalent to stopband) of the filters based on which OFDMA signals are constructed are relatively large. In filter bank multicarrier (FBMC) methods, this problem is resolved, simply, by using filters with well-attenuated stopbands, [3] .
Interestingly, the first multicarrier methods that were developed, prior to OFDM, were filter bank-based. The first proposal came from Chang, [4] , who presented the conditions required for signaling a parallel set of pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) symbol sequences through a bank of overlapping vestigial side-band (VSB) modulated filters. Saltzberg, [5] , extended the idea and showed how the Chang's method could be modified for transmission of quadrature amplitude modulated (QAM) symbols. Efficient digital implementation of Saltzberg's multicarrier system through polyphase structures, first introduced by Bellanger et al. [6, 7] , was studied by Hirosaki [8] , and was further developed by others [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, the pioneering work of Chang, [4] , has received much less (direct) attention. Nevertheless, the cosine modulated filter banks that have been widely studied within the signal processing community, [17] , are in some ways a reinvention of Chang's filter bank, formulated in discrete-time. The use of cosine modulated filter banks for data transmission was first presented in [18] (also see [19] ) and further studied in [20] , under the name discrete wavelet multitone (DWMT). Many other researchers subsequently studied and evaluated DWMT; see [21] and the references therein.
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It is also interesting to note that the researchers who have studied filter banks, mostly, for signal compression applications, have invented a class of filter banks which are called modified DFT (MDFT) filter bank, [22] . Careful study of MDFT reveals that this is in fact a reinvention of Saltzberg's filter bank, extended and formulated in discretetime, and applied to compression/coding. The literature on MDFT begins with the pioneering works of Fliege, [23] , and later has been extended by others, for example, [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Successful implementation of any communication system, including multicarrier systems, requires mechanisms for carrier and timing acquisition and tracking. Moreover, in packetized data, each packet is equipped with a preamble that is specifically designed to facilitate fast tuning of carrier frequency and timing phase at the receiver, upon the receipt of each packet. In OFDM-based systems, such as IEEE 802.11a, g and 802.16e, the preamble consists of two parts: a short preamble followed by a long one [28, 29] . The short preamble is constructed by adding a few well-separated tones to allow a coarse acquisition of carrier frequency offset (CFO), with a wide lock range. The short preamble is also used to adjust the gain of an (automatic gain control) AGC at the receiver input. The long preamble consists of a cyclic prefix followed by two full cycles of an OFDM symbol. This can be used for fine tuning of the carrier frequency and adjustment of the timing phase as well as the frequency domain equalizers [30, 31] .
This paper borrows the ideas of short and long preambles from the OFDM standards/literature and extends them to the FBMC systems. In the OFDM standards, for example, IEEE 802.11a, g and 802.16e, the short preamble consists of a few cycles of a periodic signal. The presence of a frequency offset introduces a constant phase rotation in successive periods of such periodic signals. This phase rotation can be easily detected using a standard correlation technique, and accordingly the value of the frequency offset is detected. In addition, the periodic structure of the short preamble simplifies its detection and thus detection of the beginning of each packet. Moreover, the short preamble power level is measured and used to adjust an AGC for the rest of the packet. Since these steps are performed independent of the processing of the rest of the packet, the short preamble can be applied to any packetized signal including an FBMC packet. Hence, in this paper, we propose to use a short preamble similar to those in OFDM packets for FBMC systems [32, 33] .
The long preamble used in the OFDM systems, on the other hand, is not applicable to the FBMC systems. The presence of cyclic prefix in OFDM isolates successive symbol frames and also allows some tolerance with respect to timing phase offset. In the FBMC systems, the extended length of the subcarrier filters (equivalently, the prototype filter) results in significant overlap of successive symbol frames. Moreover, because of the absence of any guard interval between successive symbol frames, the timing phase in FBMC system cannot tolerate any significant offset. To deal with these issues, we propose to use a long preamble which is isolated from the short preamble and also from the payload of the packet. This is done by adding sufficient guard time/null space after the short preamble and before the payload. More detail of the proposed packet format is presented in Section 3.
After an initial tuning of carrier frequency and timing phase, tracking algorithms should be used to make sure that the receiver remains locked to the rest of the incoming packet. This paper, thus, also proceeds with development of decision directed algorithms for carrier and timing tracking. The satisfactory performance and robustness of the developed algorithms are studied through computer simulations.
In the past, a number of authors have looked into the problem of carrier and timing synchronization in FBMC communication systems, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . However, the approaches taken in these studies are different from the work presented in this paper. While we use pilot symbols (preambles) for carrier and timing acquisitions, most of the past works operate based on the statistical properties of the FBMC signals, that is, they are blind methods. Bölsckei was the first to propose a blind carrier offset and timing estimation method for the Saltzberg's FBMC method [34] . It relies on the second-order statistics and cyclostationarity of the modulated signals. Also, [34] acknowledges that when all subcarrier channels carry the same amount of power, the (unconjugate) correlation function of multicarrier signals vanishes to zero and thus proposes unequal subcarrier powers (subcarrier weighting) to enable the proposed synchronization methods. Noting this, Ciblat and Serpedin have developed a carrier acquisition/tracking method using the conjugate correlation function of FBMC signals which they found exhibits conjugate cyclic frequencies at twice the CFO [35] . Fusco and Tanda [36] have taken advantage of both the conjugate and unconjugate cyclostationarity of Saltzberg's multicarrier signals to derive a maximum likelihood CFO estimator. Other related works can be found in [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . An exception to the above works is [46] where the authors propose a synchronization method that uses a known periodic pilot signal, similar to the short preamble in IEEE 802.11a and g, and IEEE 802.16e, [28, 29] . Also, more recently, Fusco et al. [47] have proposed a pilot signal similar to the long preamble proposed in this paper. Fusco et al. [47] use this pilot signal for timing recovery and carrier phase estimation, based on a cost function which is different from the one proposed in this paper. Simulation results that compare the accuracy of the timing recovery method of [47] with the one proposed in this paper are presented in Section 9. To the best of our knowledge there is no report of any synchronization method for the Chang's multicarrier technique.
This paper is organized as follows. A short review of the Chang's and Saltzberg's methods are presented in Section 2. We refer to the Chang's method as cosine modulated multitone (CMT), [48] , and to the Saltzberg's method as staggered modulated multitone (SMT), [49] . The proposed packet format is presented in Section 3. Carrier and timing acquisition methods are discussed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. The channel equalization in FBMC systems is discussed in Section 6. The decision directed carrier and timing tracking are presented in Sections 7 and 8. Simulation results that confirm the reliable operation of the proposed packet format and associated acquisition and tracking algorithms are presented in Section 9. The concluding remarks are made in Section 10.
Review of Filter Bank Multicarrier Methods
Beside CMT, and SMT, there is one more FBMC method that has been well studied in the literature. This method, which is called filtered multitone (FMT), was originally developed for digital subscriber line (DSL) channels as a means of avoiding interference with the HAM radio channels, [50] [51] [52] . Application of FMT to wireless channels has also been considered recently, for example, [3, [53] [54] [55] . FMT follows the principles of the conventional frequency division multiplexing, where the subcarrier band channels are nonoverlapping. Hence, a guard band is inserted between each pair of adjacent subcarrier channels to allow a transition from passband to stopband. Consequently, FMT is less band efficient than CMT and SMT. Figure 1 presents a set of typical spectra of FMT, CMT and SMT signals. To allow comparison of different cases, the bandwidth of each subcarrier channel is marked in terms of the symbol/baud rate f b = 1/T, where T is the symbol interval. As seen, while in the case of SMT each subcarrier band, effectively, occupies a width of f b , this reduces to f b /2 in the case of CMT. In the case of FMT, to keep subcarrier bands nonoverlapping, an excess bandwidth of α × 100% is allowed. Although the emphasis of this paper is on CMT and SMT, many of the results developed are applicable to FMT as well. Particularly, the packet format that is introduced in the next section is readily applicable to FMT.
Figures 2 and 3 present the block diagrams of a CMT transceiver and an SMT transceiver, respectively. In the case of CMT, the VSB modulation is established through a set of VSB filters at baseband, using the VSB filter h(t)e j(π/2T) , and then modulating their outputs to the respective subcarrier bands. Here, h(t) is a square-root Nyquist filter with the bandwidth of f b /2. Also, in Figure 2 ,
h(t) = h(−t) is the matched pair of h(t). The intercarrier interference (ICI) among adjacent subcarrier channels is conveniently cancelled by choosing h(t) to be an even symmetric function of time, that is, h(t) = h(−t) = h(t).
The presence of a phase difference π/2 between adjacent subcarriers also plays an important role in ICI cancellation. For more details on CMT, the reader may refer to the original work of Chang [4] . In the case of SMT, h(t) is a square-root Nyquist filter with the bandwidth of f b . Also, the quadrature subcarrier channels are time shifted by T/2 with respect to the in-phase subcarrier channels. Similar to CMT, in SMT also ICI among adjacent channels is conveniently cancelled by choosing h(t) to be an even symmetric function of time, and thus h(t) = h(t), [5] . 
Packet Format
. . 
. . . We may also recall that the active data and pilot subcarriers in IEEE 802.11a are numbered −26 through 26, excluding 0. The long training (preamble) starts with a guard interval (a cyclic prefix), GI2, followed by two cycles of a known OFDM symbol, T 1 and T 2 . By the end of the long training, all synchronization steps (carrier tuning and timing recovery) have to be completed and the receiver should be ready to correctly detect the payload part of the packet. The payload begins with an OFDM symbol called signal field which contains information such as the length of the payload, the data rate and the channel code.
Following the same idea as in IEEE 802.11a, we propose the packet format shown in Figure 5 . The short training (preamble) remains the same as the one in Figure 4 . The long training (preamble) is an isolated FBMC symbol which is positioned such that the transients of the underlying filters do not overlap with the short training and the payload parts of the packet. In other words, the length of the long training should be at least equal to the length of the prototype filter h(t). (We note that since a matched filter h(t) is applied at the input of the receiver, strictly speaking, the length of the long preamble after filtering at the receiver is at least twice the duration of h(t). However, since the tails of the response at the beginning and end are small, we found, numerically, restricting the length of the long preamble to the length h(t) does not incur any significant loss in performance). We note that, in practice, when the available bandwidth to both OFDM and FBMC system is the same, the length of h(t) is typically equivalent to 6 OFDM symbols; see the design examples in [56] . It thus may appear that with the proposed preamble, FBMC is less bandwidth efficient than OFDM. However, the absence of guard intervals (cyclic prefix) in FBMC will result in a shorter payload and, thus, the overall packet length in an FBMC system is expected to be significantly shorter than its counterpart in OFDM.
Carrier Acquisition
As in IEEE 802.11a, we use the short training part of the preamble for setting the AGC gain and a coarse acquisition of the carrier frequency. Since this has been well studied and reported in the literature, for example, [57, 58] , here, we concentrate on the design of the long training and its application to fine tuning of the carrier frequency.
As long training, we use a single frame of binary phase shift keying multicarrier signal, that is, defined as
where a k s are a set of binary numbers with magnitude K; that is, they take values of ±K . We may choose a k s to optimize certain properties of x long (t). For instance, to minimize its peak to average power ratio (PAPR). This optimization is of particular interest as it will allow maximization of signal power during the training phase which, in turn, improve the accuracy of the carrier frequency and timing phase estimates. Assuming the channel has an equivalent baseband impulse response c(t), the long training symbol will be received as
where v(t) is the channel additive noise. Taking the Fourier transform on both sides of (2) and using (1), we obtain
where
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Assuming a low noise channel, one may ignore the term |V ( f )| 2 on the right-hand side and thus simplify (5) to
Assuming that the channel noise, v(t), is a complex symmetric white stationary Gaussian process with an instantaneous variance of σ 2 v , V ( f ) also will be a complex-valued symmetric white stationary Gaussian process with an instantaneous variance of σ 2 v . Hence, R{A * ( f )V ( f )} will be a real-valued white nonstationary Gaussian process with an instantaneous variance |A( f )| 2 σ 2 v /2 and, accordingly, (6) may be rewritten as
where V ( f ) is a real-valued white stationary Gaussian process with an instantaneous variance σ 2 v = 2σ 2 v . Equation (7) corresponds to the case where there is no carrier offset between the transmitter and receiver. In presence of a carrier frequency offset Δ f c , (7) converts to
or, alternatively,
Since V ( f ) is a white noise, a maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of Δ f c , say Δ f c , may be obtained by minimizing the following cost function
This integral, unfortunately, becomes problematic for values of f where |A( f )| is small. When |A( f )| is small, the term |V ( f )| 2 that was ignored in the equations following (5), will become significant and thus may not be ignored. To deal with this situation, we suggest the following modification to (10) . The integral is performed over ranges of f where |A( f )| is above a certain threshold. Finding an optimum value of this threshold, however, is not a straightforward task. On the other hand, as will be shown in Section 9, other alternative cost functions that are introduced below, may prove more useful in practice.
If we simply ignore the scaling factor 1/|A( f − Δ f c )| 2 under the integral (10), we obtain the modified/simplified cost function
The minimization of ξ( Δ f c ) can be reformulated as , that we also wish to estimate as part of the receiver initialization. In the numerical results presented in Section 9, we assume C( f ) is known when minimizing ζ( Δ f c ). However, as practical estimators, we concentrate on (12) , and when using this estimator, we simplify the problem by considering the following approximations.
(1) We ignore the channel effect and simply assume that C( f ) = 1, that is, an ideal channel. Noting that the terms H( f − (2k/T)) are nonoverlapping, this leads to
(2) We note that when channel noise is small, |Y long ( f )| 2 resembles the shape of |A( f − Δ f c )| 2 accurately and, thus, |Y long ( f )| 2 may be used to estimate the magnitude of C( f ) at each of the bands defined by the terms H( f − (2k/T)) and, accordingly, an approximation to |A( f )| 2 , may be constructed as
Timing Acquisition
Once the CFO, Δ f c , is estimated and the long training preamble is compensated accordingly, the optimum timing phase is estimated by taking the following steps. The CFOcompensated long training is passed through an analysis filter bank that extracts the transmitted training symbols a k s. Recalling that the long training consists of a number of isolated subcarrier symbols across both time and frequency, we note that, in the absence of channel distortion, at the optimum timing phase, the analyzed subcarrier signals reach their maximum amplitudes independent of one another. The presence of channel introduces some distortion in the signal such that the optimum timing phase may not be the same for different subcarriers. It is thus reasonable to check the energy of the analyzed signals and choose the timing phase that maximizes the total energy of demodulated signals across all the subcarriers. Figure 6 presents the signal analyzer that we propose for timing acquisition. It is a polyphase filter bank with N/2 bands, with E 0 (z) through E (N/2)−1 (z) being the polyphase components of the prototype filter h[n]; a discrete-time version of h(t). The input y long [n] is a sampled version of y long (t). The optimum timing phase is, thus, obtained as
. . . Using the Parseval's theorem for DFT, (15) may equivalently be written as
where u k [n] are the signal samples at the FFT input in Figure 6 . This shows that the optimum timing phase can be obtained without performing any FFT operation. In a recent work Fusco et al. [47] have also proposed the use of an isolated FBMC symbol (similar to the proposed long preamble in this paper) for timing acquisition. They have noted that in the absence of channel distortion, such a symbol is symmetric with respect to its center and have developed the following equation for timing acquisition:
where M is the length of y long [n] . It is also noted in [47] that the symmetry property of the isolated FBMC symbol holds approximately in the presence of channel and, thus, argued that the same formula may be used for timing acquisition in multipath/frequency selective channels. It is also worth noting that while in the absence of the channels distortion, both (16) and (17) provide the optimum timing phase, they only result in a near optimum timing phase when a channel distortion and/or noise present. We evaluate the accuracy of the two methods and compare them with each other in Section 9.
Equalization
Once the preamble is CFO-compensated, and the optimum timing phase is acquired, assuming a flat gain over each subcarrier channel, the outputs of the signal analyzer of Figure 6 are the training symbols a k s scaled by the channel EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing gains at the center frequencies 2k/T, k = 0, 1, . . . , (N/2) − 1. Moreover, if we assume that these samples are dense enough, an interpolation may be applied to find the channel gains at all frequency points where the payload subcarrier channels will be located. Note that the locations of the center of subcarrier channels depend on the modulation type, say, being CMT or SMT. Once the channel gains are obtained, one may choose to use a single-tap complex equalizer per subcarrier channel. In that case, the gains of the equalizers are the inverse of the channel gains at the center frequency of each subcarrier channel. It is also possible to use a multitap equalizer per subcarrier. This has been discussed in detail in [8] , for SMT, where it is argued that to remove ICI, the equalizers should be fractionally spaced. The receiver structure proposed in [8] is tailored towards implementation of the half-symbol spaced fractionally spaced equalizers.
In the case of CMT, the equalizers shall be inserted at the points before the R{·} blocks in Figure 2(b) . The efficient CMT implementations proposed in [21, 48] provide access to these points and thus equalizers can be easily implemented.
In the case of SMT, if one follows an implementation that mimics the receiver structure of Figure 3 , the equalizers should be inserted at the points right before where the demodulated signals branch to the R{·} and I{·} blocks. If that is the case and decision directed loops are adopted for the equalizers tracking, the presence of the filters h(t) and h(t + T/2) within the loops will introduce some delay which may result in an undesirable behavior. Fortunately, in the case SMT also the efficient polyphase structures that have been proposed in the literature, for example, [8] , are such that the R{·} and I{·} blocks are moved to the output of the filters h(t) and h(t + T/2) and thus avoid the problem of loop delay.
Carrier Tracking
In this section, we describe a carrier tracking method which may be used to track any residual carrier offset during the payload transmission of an FBMC data packet. We make the reasonable assumption that the payload starts with an accurate estimate of the carrier phase. However, without any carrier tracking loop, the carrier phase may drift over the length of the payload. Hence, the goal is to design a phaselocked loop (PLL) that forces any built up phase error to zero. Because of their differences, we treat SMT and CMT separately.
SMT.
In an SMT receiver, the phase and quadrature components of the detected data symbols, before passing through a decision device (a slicer), are given by
where ϕ[n] is the demodulator carrier phase angle at time nT. Combining (18) and separating the desired and interference terms, we obtain
where ι k [n] is the interference resulting from ISI and ICI terms. Although, for brevity, the channel noise is not included in (18) (19) reduces to
The goal of the carrier tracking loop is to force ϕ[n] to zero. We assume a receiver structure as in Figure 7 . We obtain an averaged estimate of the phase error ϕ[n] as
where s k [n] is the detected data symbol after passing s k [n] through a slicer and ∠(x) denotes the angle associated with the complex variable x. The loop filter output is an estimate of the phase error in y[n] arising from the CFO.
CMT. Following Figure 2 and assuming a phase error ϕ[n] at the analysis filter bank input, if we switch the R[·]
blocks and the sampler, one finds that the input to the R[·] block at the kth subcarrier channel is given by
where the superscript "C" on s C k [n] is to emphasize that it is complex-valued.
Separating the terms associated with the desired symbol, s k [n] , and the interference terms in (22) and noting that
where, as in the case of SMT, ι k [n] is the interference resulting from ISI and ICI terms as well as channel noise. Also, following the same line of thoughts as in the case of SMT, one finds that the PLL structure presented in Figure 7 is applicable to CMT as well, with (21) replaced by
where s[n] is obtained by passing the real part of s
Although (21) and (24) look similar and thus one may expect the same behavior of the associated PLLs, there is a difference that should be noted. In the steady-state, when ϕ[n] is small, (21) provides a much less noisy estimate of ϕ[n] as compared to (24) . This difference arises because of the following reasons. In SMT, the phase and quadrature components of each recovered symbol are sampled when there is negligible amount of ISI and ICI. On the other hand, in CMT, although at correct sampling time the real part of 
Timing Tracking
In an OFDM system, the timing offset can be as long as the length of CP minus the length of the channel impulse response without any detrimental effect. In an FBMC system, on the other hand, any timing offset results in ISI and ICI. Hence, timing tracking is an important issue in FBMC systems and has to be given due attention. Furthermore, we note that in standards such as 802.11n, aggregation is used on data packets to make the system more bandwidth efficient. As a result, longer packet lengths are being transmitted, which in turn mandates timing tracking algorithms.
Assuming that, a timing phase offset value κ, can be adjusted before the analysis filter bank, one may define the cost function
where s m [n, κ] is the detected symbol at the output of the mth subcarrier channel, at time n, when the timing offset value are κ and s m [n, κ] is obtained after passing s m [n, κ] through a slicer. The optimum timing offset is thus tracked by searching for a value of κ that minimizes Υ[n, κ]. A typical early-late gate timing recovery method, [59, 60] , may be adopted for this purpose.
Simulation Results
In this section, the performance of the proposed packet format is evaluated through a set of numerical tests. We consider a random sampled channel with delay-power profile
where the samples are spaced at the interval T/64, and T, in units of seconds, is the symbol interval in the case of SMT. We assume a transmission bandwidth of 20 MHz which is divided into N = 64 subcarriers. This results in the subcarrier spacing (20 MHz)/64 = 312.5 kHz and the symbol interval T = 1/0.3125 = 3.2 μs. Signals are generated at an oversampled rate of 4 times faster than their Nyquist rate, that is, at a sample interval T s = T/(4N) = T/256. This will allow us to adjust the timing phase with an accuracy of T s which is four times better than the Nyquist rate T/N. We also recall that since in CMT modulation is VSB, if the same subcarrier spacing as in SMT is assumed (because of the reasons mentioned in [56] ), the symbol interval in CMT will be T/2.
We use a short preamble similar to that of IEEE 802.11a and g in our packets, that is, 10 cycles of a periodic signal with period of 0.8 μs. The long preamble is an isolated SMT symbol in which the even subcarriers are filled up by a set of binary phase-shift keying (not QAM, OQAM or VSB) symbols, and the odd subcarrier are filled up with zeros, as in (1) . The binary symbols a k are selected through a random search to minimize the peak power of x long (t). This combined with the fact a k s are nonzero only at even subcarriers will allow us to reduce the peak amplitude of x long (t) to about 9 dB below that of the payload, assuming that the pilot symbols a k have the same power as the payload symbols s k [n] . We add this margin of 9 dB to x long (t) and transmit a highpowered long preamble. Since this boosts the SNR of the long preamble, it leads to a more accurate carrier estimation and timing acquisition. To allow reproduction of the results presented here by an interested reader, we note that the samples of x long (t), at the rate f s = 4N/T, are generated using the following instructions in MATLAB:
N=64; L=4
* N; K=6; alpha=1; gamma=1; 
The SNR is defined for the payload portion of each packet, that is, it is defined as the ratio of payload power over the noise variance. Also, a random carrier offset Δ f c is added to each packet. This random offset is from a uniform distribution in the range [−0.4Δ f short , +0.4Δ f short ], where Δ f short is the spacing between the tones in the short preamble. Figure 8 presents the mean square error (MSE) of the residual CFO (normalized to the carrier spacing) after tuning the carrier using the long preamble. The three methods discussed in Section 4 are examined. These methods are (i) correlation-based estimation according to (12) with the channel included using (14) ; (ii) correlation-based estimation assuming an ideal channel, that is, using (12) and (13); and (iii) ML-based estimation using the cost function (10) . For the latter case, the threshold levels of 10% and 25% of the maximum of |A( f )| 2 are examined. It is also assumed that A( f ) is known perfectly. The results presented in Figure 8 have been averaged over 10 000 randomly generated channels. We note that the correlation based estimation with channel included and without channel overlap over most of the SNR range. They only deviate slightly at SNR values of greater than 20 dB. From this observation, one may conclude that when the exact value of A( f ) is replaced by its estimated value according to (14) , also a similar result is obtained. Simulation results, not presented here, show that the results are very close to the case when A( f ) is known perfectly.
From the results presented in Figure 8 , the following observations are made. While at lower SNR values, the correlation-based methods are superior to the ML estimator, at higher values of SNR the latter performs better. This can be explained if we recall that the approximation used to derive the ML estimator improves as SNR increases. In high SNR regime (>15 dB) all methods result in a relatively low residual CFO. Hence, in practice, all methods may work satisfactorily and thus one may choose the one with the lowest complexity. On the other hand, in low SNR regime (<15 dB) the correlation-based methods outperform the ML method. Furthermore, the correlation-based methods have lower computational complexity than the ML methods; compare the relevant equations in Section 4. Noting these, we conclude that the correlation-based CFO estimation methods are better suited in any practical FBMC system.
After carrier acquisition, the CFO-compensated long preamble is used for timing acquisition. In Section 5, we developed a formula (16) for timing acquisition and noted that a different formula (17) , applicable to our packet setup, has been recently proposed by Fusco et al. [47] . To evaluate the performance of (16) and compare it with the results obtained using (17) , we run the following experiment. The channel introduced at the beginning of this section is included and 10 000 SMT packet are examined, each with a randomly selected channel. No channel noise was added. The short preamble of each packet is used for coarse carrier acquisition. The acquired carrier is removed from the preamble portion and further tuning of carrier is performed using the method discussed in Section 4. Then, (16) and (17) are used for timing acquisition. Subsequently, the equalizer coefficients are set using the method presented in Section 6. The payload part of the packet is then processed using the tracking algorithms discussed in Sections 7 and 8. As a measure of performance, the MSE of the recovered symbols compared with the transmitted symbols are evaluated averaged across time and all subcarrier symbols. Since there is no channel noise in this set of simulations, the measured MSE is caused by the residual ISI and ICI. We thus evaluate the signal to interference ratio of each packet as
is the symbol power. The results of this set of tests are compiled and presented in the form of a histogram in Figure 9 . The following observations are made from the histograms.
(i) For better channels (with smaller multipath effects), Fusco et. al. method performs better. These are cases with SIR of more than 50 dB. (ii) On the other hand, in channels with higher level of distortion, the method proposed in this paper shows superior performance. (iii) Since in practical channels SNR values are often below 30 dB, it is reasonable to say that both methods have satisfactory performance. Nevertheless, one may argue that the method proposed in this paper may be preferred over that of [47] , as SIR values in the range of 40 dB or below are more destructive than those in the range of 50 dB or greater.
The tracking algorithms presented in Sections 7 and 8 were also tested through computer simulations. The short and long preambles were used to acquire the carrier frequency and timing phase of the received signal. Subsequently, while the carrier and timing tracking loops were active or deactivated, the performance of the receiver in detecting the payload information symbols was studied. For the carrier tracking loop filter we followed [62] and designed a proportional and integrator loop that also counts for the delay caused by the analysis filter bank. The filter parameters that were calculated for a critically damped PLL were obtained as K p = 0.1208, for the proportional gain, and K I = 0.0068, for the integrator gain.
Assuming a perfect timing phase is available (or could be tracked), Figures 10 and 11 present a set of plots that show how the PLLs in CMT and SMT systems perform, respectively. The results correspond to the case where SNR is 20 dB. The upper plot in each figure shows the phase error, ϕ [n] , at the loop filter input. The lower plot shows the phase jitter, φ[n], of the input signal to the analysis filter bank. As discussed in the last paragraph of Section 7, the estimated phase error in the case of CMT is more noisy than its counterpart in SMT. This is clearly seen by comparing Figures 10 and 11 . (16) and (17) . The histograms are based on testing over 10 000 randomly generated channels. Figure 12 presents a sample result of a set of simulations that we ran to explore the behavior of timing tracking mechanism that was proposed in Section VIII. Although the results presented here are for SMT, the same results are obtained for CMT. For the results presented in Figure 12 , it is assumed that there is a difference of 10 ppm (part per million) between the transmitter symbol clock and its counterpart at the receiver. As seen, without timing tracking, the MSE at the receiver output increases with time. The timing tracking loop fixes the problem and results in an MSE that remains constant, at a level slightly above the noise level. For this simulation, the SNR was set equal to 30 dB. This has an associated noise level of 0.001. Figure 13 compares the performance of CMT and SMT when both carrier and timing tracking loops are active. At SNR values of 15 dB or less both methods perform virtually the same. However, at higher values of SNR, CMT degrades. This difference is believed to be mostly due to the higher phase error/jitter at the carrier recovery loop filter output in CMT. Note that this result is in line with the theoretical results in [56] where it is found that CMT and SMT are equally sensitive to CFO and timing jitter. Here, SMT outperforms CMT, simply, because it has a less jittery PLL.
Conclusions
A packet format for transmission of filter bank multicarrier (FBMC) signals was proposed. The proposed packet format follows a structure similar to those of IEEE 802.11a and g, and IEEE 802.16e that are based on OFDM multicarrier signaling. It starts with a short preamble for AGC adjustment and coarse carrier acquisition. A long preamble for more accurate tuning of the carrier frequency, timing phase acquisition, and adjustment of the tap weights of a set of frequency domain equalizer then follows. Once these synchronization steps are performed, the receiver is ready to detect the data symbols in the payload part of the packet. To resolve any residual CFO and/or timing offset, tracking algorithms were developed. Two types of FBMC communication systems were studied. (i) Staggered multitone modulation (SMT): a system that operates based on time-staggered QAM symbols; and (ii) Cosine modulated multitone (CMT): a system that operates based on PAM VSB modulated symbols. Through computer simulations it was found that for most parts both systems perform about the same. Only the carrier tracking loop in CMT found to be more jittery than its counterpart in SMT.
